Size-dependent charge-separation reaction for hydrated sulfate dianion cluster, SO(2-)(H2O)n, with n=3-7.
The decrease in the reaction rate for the charge separation in SO(4) (2-)(H(2)O)(n) with increasing cluster size is examined by first-principles calculations of the energetics, activation barriers, and thermal stability for n=3-7. The key factor governing the charge separation is the difference in the strength of solvation interaction: while interaction with water is strong for the reactant SO(4) (2-) and the product OH(-), it is relatively weak for HSO(4) (-). It gives rise to a barrier for charge separation as SO(4) (2-) is transformed into HSO(4) (-) and OH(-), although the overall reaction energy is exothermic. The barrier is high when more than two H(2)O are left to solvate HSO(4) (-), as in the case of symmetric solvation structure and in the case of large clusters. The entropy is another important factor since the potential surface is floppy and the thermal motion facilitates the symmetric distribution of H(2)O around SO(4) (2-), which leads to the gradual reduction in reaction rate and the eventual switch-off of charge separation as cluster size increases. The experimentally observed products for n=3-5 are explained by the thermally most favorable isomer at each size, obtained by ab initio molecular-dynamics simulations rather than by the isomer with the lowest energy.